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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
360 East Second Street, Suite 400 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 978-4545 

REPORT TO THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

DATE: JULY 16, 2015 ITEM:  1 

FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER AND POSSIBLE COMMITTEE 
ACTION 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Audit Committee review the proposed updated Internal Audit Charter and recommend it 
to the full Board for approval. 

BACKGROUND 

Professional auditing standards require that the nature of internal audit services be defined in a 
charter. The charter is intended to institutionalize the internal auditing function, reaffirm the 
principles that underpin the function, and define conditions for the effective and efficient delivery 
of internal audit services.           

The Board approved the original Internal Audit Charter (IA Charter) on July 21, 2011 and revisions 
to the IA Charter on July 18, 2013 and June 19, 2014.  

DISCUSSION 

In accordance with Section VI.11 “Responsibilities and Accountability” of the IA Charter, Staff 
reviewed and recommends two modifications to the IA Charter as follows: 

The first modification replaces the word “profitability” with “efficiency” to better reflect the 
government environment (page 3, Section II “Objectives and Scope”); and, 

The second modification replaces the word “rental” with “locations” to broaden access inclusion 
(page 4, Section IV “Access”). 

BUDGET 

There is no budget impact associated with this report.  

POLICY 

There is no policy impact associated with this report. 
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James Yeung, Internal Auditor IV 
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INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER 

INTRODUCTION 

Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity 
designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations.  It helps an 
organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to 
evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance 
processes.  

PURPOSE 

The main purposes of the Internal Audit Charter are to institutionalize the internal audit 
function for the Los Angeles Fire and Police Pension System (System), reaffirm the 
principles that underpin the function, and define the pertinent conditions for the effective 
and efficient delivery of internal audit services.   

The mission of the Internal Audit Section is to provide independent, objective audit, 
reviewing, and consulting services.  To this end, Internal Audit Section furnishes 
management with analysis, appraisals, recommendations, and information concerning 
activities reviewed.  Internal audit objectives include promoting effective controls that 
are feasible.  The Internal Audit Section carries out its responsibilities and activities in a 
manner consistent with the mission, goals, and objectives of the System.  The Internal 
Audit Section:   

 Provides quality independent internal auditing, reviewing, and consulting
services for Executive Management and the Board;

 Performs independent assessments of the systems of risk
management, internal controls, and operating efficiency, guided by
professional standards;

 Supports the organization’s efforts to achieve its mission, goals, and
objectives through independent auditing, reviewing,  and consulting services;
and,

 Maintains a dynamic, team-oriented environment which encourages personal
and professional growth, and challenges and rewards internal audit staff for
reaching full potential and for excellence.

The internal audit function differs from external audit functions.  Internal auditors are a 
part of the organization.  External auditors are not part of the organization, but are 
engaged by it.  The internal auditors’ scope of work is comprehensive and concerned 
with all aspects of the organization – both financial and non-financial.  Internal auditors 
focus on future events as a result of continuous review and evaluation of controls and 
processes.  The primary mission of external auditors is to provide an independent 
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opinion on the organization’s financial statements, and their approach is historical in 
nature.   
 
The internal audit function also differs from that of the City Controller.  Internal auditors 
are responsible to conduct work to support LAFPP’s mission, goals, and objectives.  
The City Controller is the City’s Chief Auditor and is responsible for financial and 
performance audits as related to the mission, goals, and objectives of the City of Los 
Angeles.    
 
The internal audit function considers the work of the external auditors and that of the 
City Controller in the continuous review and evaluation of controls and processes.   

I. PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS AND ETHICS 

All internal auditing activities are to be conducted in accordance with the System’s 
objectives and policies.  Additionally all activities are conducted pursuant to the 
Professional Practices Framework of Internal Auditing as promulgated by the Institute of 
Internal Auditors, and with Government Auditing Standards issued by the United States 
General  Accountability Office.  These standards require that ethical principles guide the 
work of Internal Audit Section.  These ethical principles are integrity; objectivity; 
professional behavior; the interest of the fund, its members, and the public; and the 
proper use of information, resources, and position.     

II. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

Auditing Services 
 
The objectives of the Internal Audit Section’s auditing services are to provide 
independent assurance to the Audit Committee, to the Board, and to Executive 
Management that the organization’s assets are safeguarded, operating efficiency is 
enhanced, internal controls are operating as intended, risk is properly assessed, and 
compliance is maintained with prescribed laws, regulations, and Board and 
management policies.  These objectives of auditing services include independent 
assessment of the organization’s governance, risk management, and control processes.  
Auditing services are often also referred to as “assurance services.”  
 
Consulting Services   
 
The objectives of the Internal Audit Section’s consulting services are to provide 
management with assessments and advice for improving the organization’s 
governance, risk, and control without Internal Audit Section assuming management 
responsibility.  In particular, consulting services may provide assessments and advice at 
the beginning of a project so that risks may be identified, managed, and internal controls 
may be designed adequately.   
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Consulting services differ from auditing (“assurance”) services in that Internal Audit 
Section may participate in management decisions regarding a particular program or 
function.   When Internal Audit Section provides consulting services for a program or 
function, Internal Audit Section will not audit the program or function.  This ensures 
Internal Audit Section maintains independence for its auditing services.    
 
Scope 
 
The scope of work of the Internal Audit Section is to determine whether the 
organization’s network of risk management, internal control, and governance processes, 
as designed and represented by management, is adequate and functioning in a manner 
to ensure programs are operating efficiently, effectively, in accordance with standards 
and the law, and as management intended.  The Internal Audit Section recognizes 
management’s commitment to continuous improvement and quality service, and 
therefore commits itself to these same goals.  
 
Opportunities for improving member service, management of risks, internal control, 
governance, profitability efficiency, and the organization’s effectiveness and image may 
be identified during audits. This information will be communicated through the General 
Manager to the Audit Committee and to the Board.   

III. AUTHORITY 

The internal control and audit function of this organization is established by Board 
policies and governance principles.  The Audit Committee is responsible to assist the 
Board in overseeing the internal control and audit function.  The Internal Audit Section 
was established by the Board to fulfill the internal control and audit function.  This 
Charter is approved by and all future amendments to it are to be reviewed by the Audit 
Committee and approved by the Board.  This Charter shall be reviewed annually and 
updated as required.   
 
The Departmental Audit Manager is responsible for managing the Internal Audit Section 
and preparing an audit plan.  The Audit Committee reviews and recommends approval 
of the audit plan annually to the Board.  The Departmental Audit Manager shall 
periodically inform the Committee of the status of the audit plan and any changes 
needed.  The Departmental Audit Manager is authorized to allocate internal audit 
resources, set project frequencies, select audit subjects, determine scopes of work, and 
apply the techniques necessary to accomplish the audit objectives.  The Departmental 
Audit Manager is responsible to train and develop internal audit staff to achieve the 
objectives.   
 
The Departmental Audit Manager and internal audit staff are not authorized to perform 
operational duties for the organization and/or its contractors.  Internal Audit Section staff 
is not authorized to initiate or approve accounting transactions external to the Internal 
Audit Section.  Internal Audit Section staff is not authorized to direct the activities of any 
organization employee not employed by the Internal Audit Section, except to the extent 

Comment [81]: The term “efficiency” better 
reflects opportunity improvements in the 
governmental environment.   
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such employees have been appropriately assigned to auditing teams or to assist the 
internal auditors.   
 
Internal Audit Section staff is authorized to perform consulting services and is therefore 
not authorized to audit these activities.  The Departmental Audit Manager works closely 
with the General Manager to determine the extent of these activities.     

IV. ACCESS 

The Departmental Audit Manager and designated audit staff, as appropriate, are 
granted authority for full, free, and unrestricted access to all of the organization’s 
functions, records, files and information systems, personnel, contractors, physical 
properties and, rental locations, and any other item relevant to the function, process or 
division under review.  Contracts with vendors shall include the City's standard audit 
language enabling LAPFF's authorized auditors or representatives to have access to 
relevant records and information.  Any exceptions shall be approved by the City 
Attorney.  All LAFPP employees are required to assist the staff of Internal Audit Section 
as appropriate in fulfilling their duties. 
 
The Departmental Audit Manager shall have open and direct communication with the 
Board.  The Departmental Audit Manager shall also have free and unrestricted access 
to the General Manager, the other Executives, management and all personnel, 
contractors and vendors of the organization, and employers, members, retirees, and 
beneficiaries of the organization. 
 
Documents and information given to the Internal Audit Section shall be handled in the 
same prudent and confidential manner as by those employees normally accountable for 
them.  The Departmental Audit Manager shall ensure that internal audit staff is 
instructed in the handling and safeguarding of confidential information. 

V. INDEPENDENCE 

Organizational Placement 
 
To provide for the independence of the Internal Audit Section, its personnel report to the 
Departmental Audit Manager. The Departmental Audit Manager reports functionally to 
the Board and reports administratively to the General Manager.  By reporting 
functionally to the Board, the Departmental Audit Manager is able to ensure objectivity 
in the planning and execution of internal audit work.  Functionally, the Board is the 
governing body that sets the direction for the internal audit activity.  As such, it supports 
internal audit’s role by maintaining independence of internal audit, ensuring 
management cooperates with internal audit, and recognizing and promoting internal 
audit as a value-added activity.   
 
By reporting administratively and directly to the General Manager, the Departmental 
Audit Manager is assured that the internal audit function is of sufficient stature within the 

Comment [82]: “Locations” is an inclusive 
description and is not restricted by the adjective 
“rental.” 
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organization.  Administratively, the General Manager is responsible for purposes of pay, 
performance, space, equipment, and related matters.  The General Manager retains 
hiring and firing responsibility pursuant to City policies.  The Audit Committee reviews 
the General Manager’s reassignment or termination of the Departmental Audit Manager 
pursuant to the Audit Committee Duties and Responsibilities            
 
Professional Standards Independence 
 
The Audit Committee recognizes that professional independence requires that the 
auditors have knowledge of operations and appropriate expertise in the subject matter 
that is being audited.  Therefore, the Departmental Audit Manager will report annually 
regarding internal audit personnel, including their qualifications, certifications, and 
development.  The Departmental Audit Manager shall discuss standards of professional 
audit independence at least annually with the Audit Committee.  The reporting 
relationships of the Departmental Audit Manager should be reviewed annually. 
 
Potential Impairment of Independence 
 
The Departmental Audit Manager should discuss any potential issues regarding 
impairment of independence and/or conflicts of interest and their mitigation(s) with the 
Audit Committee as necessary.  If objectivity or independence is impaired in fact or 
appearance, the details of the impairment should be disclosed to the appropriate 
parties.  The nature of the disclosure will depend on the impairment.   
 
Internal Audit Section is required to assess threats to independence, evaluate the 
significance of threats, and apply safeguards as necessary to eliminate threats or 
reduce them to an acceptable level.  Internal Audit Section should certify its threat 
assessment annually to the Audit Committee.     

VI. RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

The Departmental Audit Manager is responsible for the following in order to meet the 
purpose, objectives, and scope of this Charter and the Internal Audit Section:  
 

1. Select, train, develop, and retain a competent internal audit staff who 
collectively have the abilities, knowledge, skills, experience, expertise and 
professional certifications necessary to accomplish the mission, objectives, 
and scope of this Charter subject to General Manager approval and 
budgetary considerations.  Provide opportunity and support for staff 
obtaining professional training, professional examinations, and professional 
certifications. 

 
2. Establish policies for conducting its activities and directing its technical and 

administrative functions according to the organization’s policies and 
direction provided by the Board, and to professional internal auditing and 
government auditing standards and as approved by the General Manager. 
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3. Perform an annual risk-assessment.  Develop and implement a flexible 
annual audit plan using an appropriate risk-based methodology, including 
any risks or concerns identified by management, and submit the annual 
audit plan to the Audit Committee for review.  Performance of the audit plan 
will be periodically reviewed and reported to the Audit Committee.  The audit 
plan may be updated if necessary. 
 

4. Prepare a budget that is complementary to the implementation of the audit 
plan. 

 
5. Perform independent analyses of significant operations to evaluate the 

adequacy and effectiveness of existing systems of internal control and the 
quality of performance (economy, efficiency, and effectiveness) in carrying 
out its business objectives. Implement the audit plan as approved, including 
as appropriate, any plan amendments, special tasks, or projects requested 
by management or the Board.  

 
6. Coordinate with audit clients to finalize recommendations for improvement 

and identify implementation timelines.  Internal audit staff shall consider 
costs and benefits while formulating and discussing their recommendations.  

 
7. Assist management in the internal control assessment as required by City 

standards.   
 

8. Transmit copies of all audit reports to the Audit Committee, Board, and/or 
General Manager to ensure timely communication of results. Should the 
General Manager disagree with the contents of any report, the report shall 
include the General Manager’s position in the “Management’s Response” 
section of the report.  This process is intended to ensure independence and 
to alleviate any undue pressure that may be actual or perceived regarding 
the internal audit function. 
 

9. Establish and maintain a follow-up system to monitor the disposition of 
results communicated to management and ensure that management actions 
have been effectively implemented or that senior management has 
accepted the risk of not taking action. Issue periodic reports through the 
General Manager to the Audit Committee and management summarizing 
results of audit activities, and summarizing the status of follow-up activities.  
Any management letters should also be reported to the Audit Committee.    

 
10. Select performance measures that reflect the above goals and 

implementation of the audit plan approved by the Board. 
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11. Annually assess whether the purpose, authority, and responsibility as 
defined in this Charter continue to be adequate to enable the Internal Audit 
Section to accomplish its purpose, objectives, and scope.  The result of this 
periodic assessment should be communicated in a report to the Audit 
Committee.  

 
12. Attend all Audit Committee meetings, and ensure attendance of additional 

audit staff and attendance by auditees as appropriate. 
 

13. Obtain a peer review by other auditors as required by professional 
standards, no less frequently than every three (3) years.   

 
14. Assist in the investigation of significant suspected fraudulent activities within 

the organization and notify the General Manager, Audit Committee, and/or 
other Executives, as appropriate, of the results in a timely manner.   

 
15. Inform the Audit Committee of significant risk exposures and control issues 

including fraud risks, governance issues and other significant matters.  
 

16. Consider the scope of work of the external auditors, the City Controller, City 
auditors, and regulators, as appropriate, for the purpose of providing optimal 
audit coverage to the organization at a reasonable overall cost. 

 
17. As appropriate, provide consulting services to management that add value 

and improve the organization’s governance, risk management, and control 
processes without assuming management responsibility. In doing so, 
Internal Audit Section must be mindful of its ability to remain independent 
and objective for future audits.    

 
18. Lead in the selection of the external financial statements audit firm 

Coordinate/manage the contract with the external financial statements audit 
firm and evaluate its performance. Report to the Audit Committee on 
activities and associated cost of work performed by the external financial 
statements audit firm.  The Departmental Audit Manager is not responsible 
to coordinate/manage contracts for which management determines scope.  

 
19. Act as the primary point of contact for handling all matters related to audits, 

examinations, investigations or inquiries of the state auditor or other 
appropriate state or federal auditors. Participate in professional audit 
organizations by attending meetings, joining the governing boards, 
presenting speeches and papers, and networking with other professionals.   
Network with internal audit staff of other public pension systems to learn and 
exchange best practices information.  Participate in other professional 
organizations related to the mission of the organization.  These 
organizations may be involved in benefits, investments, accounting, or 
operations, for example. 
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VII. RELATIONSHIP TO THE RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL
PROGRAMS

The Board has overall responsibility for ensuring that risks are managed. In practice, the 
Board delegates to management the operation and implementation of the risk 
management system. The Internal Audit Section’s role is to provide an independent and 
objective assurance on the effectiveness of the risk management system  

Management is responsible for implementing a system of internal control. The Internal 
Audit Section’s role is to provide an independent and objective assurance that the 
internal control system is operating effectively.  

Ultimately, it is the role of executive management and the Board to determine the role of 
internal audit in the risk management process.    

VIII. PROCUREMENT OF EXPERTISE OUTSIDE OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT
SECTION

The Departmental Audit Manager may need to obtain expertise of persons outside of 
the Internal Audit Section.  This expertise may be obtained within the organization 
through appropriate arrangements with management.  When obtaining this expertise, 
care must be taken to avoid conflicts of interest that could damage the quality of the 
audit work performed and/or conclusions obtained.    

Expertise may also be obtained from outside the organization.  In such cases, the 
Departmental Audit Manager needs to obtain sufficient information regarding the scope 
of work of the external service provider to ensure the scope of work is adequate for the 
purposes of the internal audit activity. The Departmental Audit Manager must document 
the scope of work, professional standards to be used, deliverables, deadlines, and other 
matters in an engagement letter or contract. The Audit Committee should be informed 
about the use of an external service provider.  

Attachment



DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
360 East Second Street, Suite 400 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 978-4545 

REPORT TO THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

DATE: JULY 16, 2015 ITEM:  2 

FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 

SUBJECT: FOLLOW UP TO THE SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS 
ADMINISTERED BY THE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION AND 
POSSIBLE COMMITTEE ACTION 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Audit Committee review the Follow Up to the Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans 
Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief Association (LAPRA) and recommend it to the full 
Board to be reviewed, received, and filed. 

BACKGROUND 

The Board received and filed two status update reports to the six recommendations made in the 
Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the LAPRA on February 6, 2014 and 
June 19, 2014. In these reports, staff reported that five recommendations were implemented and 
completed. This report provides an update on the last pending recommendation.  

DISCUSSION 

Internal Audit Section recommended that “LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility 
verification. These policies ideally should be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider 
LAPRA’s dependent eligibility verification policies to minimize redundancy.” On March 19, 2015, the 
Board approved the LAPRA Operations Agreement which formalized dependent eligibility 
verification roles and responsibilities and served to implement this recommendation.  

BUDGET 

There is no budget impact associated with this report.        

POLICY 

There is no policy impact associated with this report. 
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This report was prepared by:  

James Yeung, Internal Auditor IV 
Internal Audit Section  

RPC:EJK:JY  

Attachments: 

1. Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief
Association Recommendation Status Log

2. June 19, 2014 Board report and attachment
3. February 6, 2014 Board report and attachments



SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS ADMINISTERED BY THE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION
 RECOMMENDATION STATUS LOG

1

Recom. 
No. Recommendation

Responsible 
Section Comments Status

The Board approved status as "Completed" on June 19, 2014.  Completed.
The language for the dependent subsidy formula was updated to reflect 
Medicare the Part B & D rate and approved by the Board as part of the annual 
health subsidy increase resolution on April 17, 2014. 

2a./2b. Medical and Dental Benefits Section a) report monthly approved subsidy changes, 
including retroactive adjustments, to Accounting Section and b) track adjustments 
made directly to BPP and provide Accounting Section with an approved adjustment 
report.

Medical & 
Dental

The Board approved status as "Completed" on February 6, 2014.            
Medical and Dental Section prepared a monthly reconciliation packet for 
Accounting Section for the November 30, 2013 pension roll.  The packet 
reconciled health and dental subsidy, Medicare reimbursement and health 
insurance reimbursement payments is prepared monthly.

Completed.

3. Medical and Dental Benefits, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections
collaboratively develop billing and cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices
are tracked, collected, and deposited.

Medical & 
Dental, 

Accounting & 
Administrative 

Services 

The Board approved status as "Completed" on February 6, 2014.                   
Medical and Dental Section assigns invoice numbers to all bills sent to the 
associations as of June 30, 2013.  Administrative Services issued new check 
receipt and handling procedures effective on 11/19/13.

Completed.

Status on July 16, 2015 Completed. 

On March 19, 2015, the Board approved the LAPRA Operations Agreement 
that formalized dependent eligibility verification roles and responsibilities. 

5. MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with LAPRA to share
member QDRO information.

Medical & 
Dental

The Board approved status as "Completed" on June 19, 2014.  Completed.

Medical & Dental Section worked with LAPRA and developed procedures to 
query for finalized QDROs and to communicate the results to LAPRA, 
including identification of possible ineligible dependents. 

6 MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to effectively and 
expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.

Medical & 
Dental

The Board approved status as "Completed" on February 6, 2014.                    
Medical & Dental Section issued draft procedures on 12/30/13 to collect 
excess insurance payments made on behalf of deceased members that have 
not been repaid to LAFPP 6 months after the members' death.  Billings for 
excess insurance payments are made in accordance with new procedures. 

Completed.

1. LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare changes that
introduced Part D.

Medical & 
Dental

4. LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification.  These policies ideally
should be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s dependent
eligibility verification policies to minimize redundancy

Medical & 
Dental

20272
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
360 East Second Street, Suite 400 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 978-4545 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 

JUNE 19, 2014 ITEM:  A.4 

FROM: Audit Committee 
Robert von Voigt, Chair 
Corinne Tapia, Vice Chair 
George Aliano 
Emanuel Pleitez 

SUBJECT: FOLLOW UP TO THE SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS 
ADMINISTERED BYTHE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION AND 
POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Board review, receive, and file the Follow Up to the Subsidy Program Audit – Health 
Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief Association. 

BACKGROUND 

At the February 6, 2014 Board meeting, the Board reviewed, received and filed the Follow Up to 
the Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief 
Association (LAPRA).  Internal Audit Section reported on the implementation status of six 
recommendations. Three recommendations were implemented and completed while the 
remaining three were pending further staff review.  This report provides an update on the three 
pending recommendations as presented to the Audit Committee on June 5, 2014.  

DISCUSSION 

Two of the pending recommendations were implemented by Board action relating to the 
dependent subsidy formula and by new procedures to communicate possible ineligible 
dependents to LAPRA.  Medical & Dental Section is attempting to implement the last pending 
recommendation to formalize dependent eligibility verification roles and responsibilities in the 
Operations Agreement.  Negotiations for the successor Operations Agreement will begin in early 
June 2014 and anticipated to be completed by September 1, 2014. 

The Recommendations Status Log attachment details the status, actions taken and revised 
completion dates, as applicable, for each recommendation.  The highlighted recommendations 
indicate those that were pending on the February 6, 2014 Board Report. 
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SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS ADMINISTERED BY THE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION
 RECOMMENDATIONS STATUS LOG

1

Recom. 
No. Recommendation

Original 
Implementation Date

Responsible 
Section Comments

Status/New Implementation 
Date

12/31/2013 The language for the dependent subsidy formula was updated to reflect 
Medicare the Part B & D rate and approved by the Board as part of the 
annual health subsidy increase resolution on April 17, 2014. 

Completed.

Status on February 6, 2014
The language for the dependent subsidy formula is annually re-adopted 
as part of the annual health subsidy increase resolution.  The 
dependent subsidy formula language will be updated to reflect the Part 
B & D rate in the next subsidy resolution due to be approved May/June 
2014 for the new maximum retiree health subsidy effective July 2014.

2a./2b. Medical and Dental Benefits Section a) report monthly approved subsidy changes, including 
retroactive adjustments, to Accounting Section and b) track adjustments made directly to 
BPP and provide Accounting Section with an approved adjustment report.

7/31/2013 Medical & 
Dental

Medical and Dental prepared a monthly reconciliation packet for 
Accounting Section for the November 30, 2013 pension roll.  The packet 
reconciled health and dental subsidy, Medicare reimbursement and 
health insurance reimbursement payments and will be prepared 
monthly going forward.

Completed.

3. Medical and Dental Benefits, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections
collaboratively develop billing and cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices are 
tracked, collected, and deposited.

7/1/2013 Medical & 
Dental, 

Accounting & 
Administrative 

Services 

Medical and Dental assigns invoice numbers to all bills sent to the 
associations as of June 30, 2013.  Administrative Services issued new 
check receipt and handling procedures effective on 11/19/13.

Completed.

Medical & Dental will seek to formalize dependent eligibility verification 
roles and responsibilities in the Operations Agreements whereby 
LAPRA shall be responsible for dependent eligibility verification.  The 
current Operations Agreement expires on June 30, 2014 and 
negotiations for a successor agreement will begin in early June 2014

Pending/September 1, 2014

Status on February 6, 2014
Medical & Dental will obtain and review LAPRA's dependent eligibility 
verification policy.  Based on a review of these policies, LAFPP may 
adopt one of the following approaches:   1)  Fully delegate dependent 
eligibility verification to LAPRA 2) Periodically request members to self-
certify their coverage levels and covered dependents.

5. MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with LAPRA to share member
QDRO information.

12/31/2013 Medical & 
Dental

Medical & Dental developed procedures to query for finalized QDROs 
and to communicate the results to LAPRA.

Completed.

Status on February 6, 2014
LAFPP will contact LAPRA to determine if existing reports published by 
LAFPP would meet LAPRA's needs.  LAFPP will also consult with City 
Attorney's Office to determine if legal issues exist with sharing QDRO 
information.

6 MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to effectively and 
expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.

2a/06 Medical & 
Dental

Medical & Dental issued draft procedures on 12/30/13 to collect excess 
insurance payments made on behalf of deceased members that have 
not been repaid to LAFPP 6 months after the members' death.  Billings 
for excess insurance payments in accordance with new procedures are 
underway

Completed.

1. LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare changes that
introduced Part D.

Medical & 
Dental

4. LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification.  These policies ideally should 
be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s dependent eligibility 
verification policies to minimize redundancy

12/31/2013 Medical & 
Dental
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
360 East Second Street, Suite 400 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213) 978-4545 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 

FEBRUARY 6, 2014 ITEM:  B.1 

FROM: Audit Committee 
Robert von Voigt, Chair (Absent) 
George Aliano  
Emanuel Pleitez 
Corinne Tapia 

SUBJECT: FOLLOW UP TO THE SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS 
ADMINISTERED BY THE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Board review, receive, and file the Follow Up to the Subsidy Program Audit – Health 
Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief Association.  

DISCUSSION 

At the September 5, 2013 Board meeting, the Board approved the Subsidy Program Audit – 
Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief Association (LAPRA) and requested 
a follow up report regarding recommendation implementation to the Audit Committee in January 
2014. 

The objective of the audit was to evaluate whether LAFPP’s subsidy program for health plans 
administered by LAPRA is efficient, effective and provides expected results.  Internal Audit 
Section made six recommendations to improve control in administration and management of the 
subsidy program. 

Three recommendations were implemented by the issuance of new procedures for check receipt 
handling, pension roll reconciliations, and recovery of excess insurance payments made on behalf 
of deceased members.  The remaining three recommendations are pending further staff review, 
and implementation for two of these recommendations is expected by March 31, 2014.  The 
implementation for the last recommendation requires resolution changes to be submitted to the 
Board by June 2014. 

Attachment 1 details the status, actions taken and revised completion dates, as applicable, for 
each recommendation. 
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Board Report Page 2 February 6, 2014 

BUDGET 

No impact at this time. 

This report was prepared by: 

James Yeung, Internal Auditor 
Internal Audit Section 

RPC: EJK:JY 

Attachments 

1. Recommendations Status Log
2. Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief

Association
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SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS ADMINISTERED BY THE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION

 RECOMMENDATIONS STATUS LOG

Recom. 

No. Recommendation

Original 

Implementation Date

Responsible 

Section Comments

Status/New Implementation 

Date

1. LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare changes that

introduced Part D.

12/31/2013 Medical & 

Dental
The language for the dependent subsidy formula is annually re-adopted 

as part of the annual health subsidy increase resolution.  The 

dependent subsidy formula language will be updated to reflect the Part 

B & D rate in the next subsidy resolution due to be approved May/June 

2014  for the new maximum retiree health subsidy effective July 2014. 

Pending/June 2014

2a./2b. Medical and Dental Benefits Section a) report monthly approved subsidy changes, including 

retroactive adjustments, to Accounting Section and b) track adjustments made directly to 

BPP and provide Accounting Section with an approved adjustment report.

7/31/2013 Medical & 

Dental
Medical and Dental prepared a monthly reconciliation packet for 

Accounting Section for the November 30, 2013 pension roll.  The packet 

reconciled health and dental subsidy, Medicare reimbursement and 

health insurance reimbursement payments and will be prepared 

monthly going forward.

Completed.

3. Medical and Dental Benefits, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections 

collaboratively develop billing and cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices are

tracked, collected, and deposited.

7/1/2013 Medical & 

Dental, 

Accounting & 

Administrative 

Services 

Medical and Dental assigns invoice numbers to all bills sent to the 

associations as of June 30, 2013.  Administrative Services issued new 

check receipt and handling procedures effective on 11/19/13.

Completed.

4. LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification.  These policies ideally should

be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s dependent eligibility 

verification policies to minimize redundancy

12/31/2013 Medical & 

Dental
Medical & Dental will obtain and review LAPRA's dependent eligibility 

verification policy.  Based on a review of these policies, LAFPP may 

adopt one of the following approaches:  

1. Fully delegate dependent eligibility verification to LAPRA.

2. Periodically request members to self-certify their coverage levels and

covered dependents.

Pending/March 31, 2014

5. MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with LAPRA to share member

QDRO information. 

12/31/2013 Medical & 

Dental
LAFPP will contact LAPRA to determine if existing reports published by 

LAFPP would meet LAPRA's needs.  LAFPP will also consult with the 

City Attorney’s Office to determine if legal issues exist with sharing 

QDRO information.  

Pending/March 31, 2014

6 MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to effectively and 

expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.

12/31/2013 Medical & 

Dental
Medical & Dental issued draft procedures on 12/30/13 to collect excess 

insurance payments made on behalf of deceased members that have 

not been repaid to LAFPP 6 months after the members' death.  Billings 

for excess insurance payments in accordance with new procedures are 

underway.

Completed.

1
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SUBSIDY PROGRAM AUDIT – HEALTH PLANS ADMINISTERED BY 

THE LOS ANGELES POLICE RELIEF ASSOCIATION 

March 2013

(IAS No. 11-01B)

INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to Internal Audit Section’s (IAS) calendar year 2012 Annual Audit Plan and Forecast,

IAS conducted the Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles 

Police Relief Association (LAPRA).

This performance audit was conducted in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 

Auditing Standards. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 

sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 

based on our audit objectives.  IAS has determined that the evidence obtained provides a 

reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.     

IAS thanks the staffs of Medical and Dental Benefits Section (MDB), Accounting Section, 

LAPRA, and LAPRA’s consultant, Bradawn, Inc., for their cooperation and assistance 

throughout the course of this audit. 

Background

This is the second of four subsidy audits scheduled in IAS’ Annual Audit Plan and Forecast.  The 

first subsidy audit of health plans administered by the Los Angeles Fire Relief Association (Fire 

Relief) was completed in March 2012.  The two remaining subsidy audits will be related to

health plans administered by the Los Angeles Police Protective League and United Firefighters

of Los Angeles City.

Pursuant to Administrative Code Sections 4.1151 and  4.1152, the Los Angeles Fire and Police 

Pensions (LAFPP) Board of Commissioners (Board) is responsible for administering a program 

(hereafter referred to as the “Subsidy Program”) whereby retired members and eligible 

beneficiaries shall have subsidy payments made on their behalf for healthcare insurance.  In 

March 1975 when the Los Angeles City Council adopted Ordinance No. 147,014 authorizing 

subsidy payments to be made by LAFPP toward health insurance premiums for eligible retired 

members, service organizations including the Los Angeles Police Relief Association, 

Los Angeles Fire Relief Association, and United Firefighters of Los Angeles City had existing 

contracts with recognized health insurance carriers to provide healthcare insurance for both 

active and retired members.  In April 1975, the Board approved a health insurance resolution 
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Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by LAPRA
(IAS No. 11-01B)

2

authorizing LAFPP to pay subsidy amounts directly to the service organizations that contracted 

with the insurance carriers.

The underlying objective of each of these subsidy audits is to evaluate whether LAFPP’s subsidy 

program is efficient, effective, and provides expected results.

Supporting this underlying objective, the specific objectives of each of these audits may be 

refined as necessary to reduce redundancy, broaden the audit scope, and focus on specifically 

identified risks.  The Fire Relief audit, as the first subsidy audit performed by IAS, was designed 

to primarily obtain an overview of the subsidy program, its history, and requirements. This 

audit, while covering many of the objectives reviewed in the Fire Relief audit, also expanded the

scope to more thoroughly review LAFPP’s operational subsidy administration processes.

LAPRA is a tax-exempt Internal Revenue Service 501(c) (9) voluntary employee beneficiary 

association originally organized on October 17, 1919, to provide benefits and support to 

members of the Los Angeles Police Department.  These benefits include group medical and 

dental insurance plans for active and retired members. LAPRA offers the following three 

medical and two dental plan options for its retired members:

TABLE NO. 1 – LAPRA HEALTH CARE PLANS

Medical Dental

Anthem Blue Cross PPO Anthem Blue Cross PPO

Anthem Blue Cross HMO Anthem Blue Cross HMO

Kaiser  HMO
Note:  All medical plans include vision coverage.

For Fiscal Year 2011/12, LAFPP paid to LAPRA on behalf of members $56,813,163 in medical 

and dental subsidies detailed as follows along with the average number of retired LAPRA 

members for whom subsidies were paid, and their average subsidy amounts:

TABLE NO. 2 – LAPRA SUBSIDY DATA FOR FY 2011/12

Subsidy Type

FY 2011/2012

Amount
Avg. No. of 
Members

Average
Monthly Subsidy 

Amount

Medical Subsidy $55,324,657 6,632 $695

Dental Subsidy $1,488,506 3,348 $37

TOTAL $56,813,163
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In contrast to the table above that depicts annual amounts for Fiscal Year 2011/12, the following 
table provides an example of medical subsidies for one month (May 2012) based on the 
Medicare eligibility of the member.

TABLE NO. 3 – MEDICAL SUBSIDY AND MEDICARE ELIGIBILITY FOR MAY 2012

Member Medicare 
Eligibility

Amount
No. of 

Members
Average Subsidy 

Amount

Medicare Eligible $2,343,178 4,106 $571

Medicare Ineligible $2,141,371 2,545 $841

TOTAL $4,484,549 6,651 $674

Audit Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

To evaluate whether LAFPP’s subsidy program for health plans administered by LAPRA is 

efficient, effective, and provides expected results, IAS examined the following objectives:

Objective No. 1 – Subsidy Program is Administered in Accordance with the Los Angeles City 

Charter, Administrative Code, and LAFPP’s Board Resolutions

Objective No. 2 – LAFPP’s Operational Process Adequately Controls Subsidy Administration 

Objective No. 3 – Subsidies are Accurately Paid on Behalf of Eligible Members

Objective No. 4 – Members for Whom LAFPP Paid Subsidies Received Health Care Coverage

IAS reviewed transactions relating to the May 2012 subsidy payments paid to LAPRA on behalf 

of members for June 2012 healthcare coverage.  This included a statistically valid sample of 105 

members who received May 2012 medical and dental subsidy payments.  The sample was 

stratified based on the percentage of subsidies paid to LAPRA by tier and pension type (i.e. 

service retirement, disability, and survivor). IAS also reviewed LAPRA records that included

healthcare insurance contracts, vendor invoices, payment records, insured eligibility lists, and 

dependent confirmations.

This audit did not analyze the benefits coverage of the medical and dental plans or its value 

relative to subsidies.

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE

IAS met with LAFPP management on March 21, 2013, and with LAPRA management on 

March 26, 2013.  LAFPP and LAPRA management expressed general agreement with the audit 

findings and conclusions as noted in Attachments II and III.
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SUMMARY AUDIT RESULTS

LAFPP’s subsidy program for health plans administered by LAPRA is generally effective and 

provides expected results in accordance with authoritative documents. LAFPP accurately paid 

subsidies on behalf of eligible members who received healthcare coverage from LAPRA.  

However, there are opportunities to improve program policies and operational processes as 

follows.

Some subsidy program policies should be updated or clarified to better administer the program.

Board Resolution 9320, adopted on June 24, 1993 based on 1976 Board actions authorizing 

payment of subsidy for dependents, is outdated and does not reflect changes to Medicare and 

membership demographics.  LAFPP also lacks a dependent eligibility verification policy.  Two-

party and family plans that cover the member and at least one dependent, in which almost 60%

of LAPRA members receiving health subsidies are enrolled, are costlier than single-party plans 

and warrant stated policies for dependent eligibility verification.

LAFPP’s operational processes appeared to adequately administer the subsidy program. IAS did 

not identify any material errors; however, opportunities to improve efficiency and effectiveness 

exist. Greater coordination of procedures and sharing of information between LAFPP sections 

could streamline and enhance controls over operational processes in recovering subsidy 

payments to deceased members, tracking billings for subsidy adjustments, and canceling 

subsidies for potentially ineligible members.

DETAILED AUDIT PROCEDURES, FINDINGS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Objective No. 1 – Subsidy Program is Administered in Accordance with the Los Angeles

City Charter, Administrative Code, and LAFPP’s Board Resolutions

Audit Procedures

IAS interviewed MDB staff and reviewed flowcharts and procedures to evaluate LAFPP’s 

interpretation and application of the following key sections in the indicated authoritative 

documents in administering the subsidy program:

Administrative Code Section 4.1154  – Eligibility for Health Insurance Premium Subsidy

Administrative Code Section 4.1161 – Surviving Spouse and Domestic Partner Eligibility

Administrative Code Section 4.1164 – Dental Insurance Premium Subsidy

Board Resolution No. 9320 dated June 1993 – Dependent Health Subsidy

(and the related “Health Subsidy Resolution” dated September 2, 1976 and City Attorney 

Opinion dated January 14, 1976, on which Board Resolution 9320 was based)
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IAS also tested, where applicable, any amounts or calculations utilized for subsidy limitation or 

comparative purposes.1

Test Results

With the exception of a portion of the dependent health subsidy calculation discussed below, IAS 

concurs with LAFPP’s interpretation and application of the authoritative documents language 

regarding health and dental subsidy eligibility requirements, calculations, amounts, and 

maximum limits for members, survivors, and dependents. IAS also tested the cumulative 

calculation of the Board approved subsidy increases from inception of the subsidy program and 

concurred with the maximum health subsidy amount of $1,097.41 as of the test period May 

2012. IAS concurred with the maximum dental subsidy amount of $44.14 as of May 2012, 

which was based on the lower of the dental subsidy paid to civilian retirees or sworn active 

employees.

See Attachment I for summary of medical and dental subsidy eligibility requirements and benefit 

amounts for members, dependents, and survivors by tier.

Finding No. 1 – Dependent Subsidy Calculation

Board Resolution 9320, adopted on June 24, 1993 to authorize payment of health subsidies on 

behalf of eligible dependents, is outdated.  The resolution has not been updated to reflect 

Medicare changes that introduced Part D in January 2006 for prescription drug coverage.2

Board Resolution 9320 specifies the dependent subsidy amount of a Medicare eligible member 

shall be “equal to the amount payable on behalf of the dependents of a retired member in the 

same plan with the same years of service who does not qualify for Parts A or B of Medicare or 

qualifies for Part B only, whichever subsidy amount is greater….” This language limits

disparities in dependent subsidies between Medicare eligible and Medicare ineligible members.  

With the introduction of Medicare Part D, LAFPP supplanted the premium for “Part B only”

with that of “Parts B&D” only in the dependent subsidy calculation. IAS believes the use of the 

Parts B&D premium in place of the Part B premium is consistent with LAFPP’s practice of 

capping subsidies paid to members who enroll in Medicare to their fullest eligible extent.  The 

resolution language should be updated and approved to reflect the current practices.

1 IAS tested the application of program requirements to specific member subsidy payments in Objective No. 3 – Subsidies are Accurately Paid to 

Eligible Members.

2 The changing demographics of the retiree membership and its effect on the dependent subsidy calculation is discussed in Other Related Matters.  
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Recommendation No. 1

IAS recommends that LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare 

changes that introduced Part D.

Objective No. 2 – LAFPP’s Operational Process Adequately Controls Subsidy 

Administration

Audit Procedures

IAS reviewed subsidy administration policies and procedures and interviewed MDB, Systems, 

and Accounting Sections’ staff to obtain an overview of the subsidy administration process.

These procedures evaluated the adequacy of controls including review and approval

requirements, budgeting, and reconciliation controls.

Test Results

MDB is responsible for processing monthly member healthcare changes for subsidy payments.  

Subsidy payments are paid based on the prior month’s approved subsidy roll adjusted for 

changes submitted by LAPRA.  Each month, LAPRA submits to MDB a transmittal of retired 

member changes to their medical and dental insurance enrollment.  These changes include new 

member enrollments, member plan changes, and cancellations, including deaths.  

MDB staff reviews the transmittal changes and prepares them for upload to OnPoint, LAFPP’s 

pension administration system that computes the subsidy amounts.  After MDB staff has 

reviewed and approved the changes, System Section uploads the changes to the Benefits 

Payment Passport (BPP), which disburses the subsidies to LAPRA.

As part of the transmittal change review, MDB staff determines whether retroactive subsidy 

adjustments are required.  If so, retroactive adjustments are manually calculated for each member

change to determine the aggregate amount LAFPP owes to LAPRA and aggregate amount owed

to LAFPP by LAPRA.  Amounts owed to LAPRA are uploaded to OnPoint along with all 

prospective changes and paid via BPP.  Amounts owed to LAFPP are invoiced to LAPRA via 

letter, which reimburses LAFPP via mailed checks.  
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Finding No. 2 – Subsidy Roll Reconciliation

Accounting Section performs two reconciliations to ensure the accuracy of the monthly pension 

disbursements.  Accounting Section first reconciles to a preliminary disbursement roll in BPP by 

adjusting the prior month’s approved roll by the current month’s approved additions, deletions, 

and changes.  The preliminary BPP roll is utilized to determine funding requirements. As 

adjustments to the preliminary roll may be made in BPP subsequent to this reconciliation and 

prior to the final disbursement, Accounting Section performs a second reconciliation between the 

preliminary and final BPP rolls.

These two reconciliations are not performed for the subsidy roll due to the need for improved 

tracking and reporting of subsidy changes.  MDB does not report approved subsidy changes, 

including retroactive adjustments, necessary to reconcile the subsidy roll.  Additionally, MDB 

does not log subsidy adjustments entered directly into the BPP system.  Adjustments entered 

outside the normal processing cycle should be tracked for review, approval, and reconciliation 

purposes.  

Transmittals 

Received by MDB

Upload to OnPoint 

to Calculate 

Subsidies

Upload to BPP
Disburse Subsidies 

to LAPRA

Calculate 

Retroactive 

Subsidy 

Adjustments

If Retroactive 

Subsidy Owed to 

LAPRA

If Retroactive 

Subsidy Due from 

LAPRA

Invoice LAPRA

M O N T H L Y   S U B S I D Y   P A Y M E N T   P R O C E S S
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Recommendation No. 2

IAS recommends that MDB:

a. Report monthly approved subsidy changes, including retroactive adjustments, to Accounting 

Section. 

b. Track adjustments made directly to BPP and provide Accounting Section with an approved 

adjustment report.

Finding No. 3 – Billing & Cash Receipt Tracking

LAFPP does not track invoices billed to LAPRA for retroactive subsidy adjustments and checks 

remitted for such invoices.  IAS selected a sample of 8 invoices billed to LAPRA in 2012 to 

confirm receipt of payment.  Although LAFPP received and deposited payment for each of the 

selected invoices, a properly segregated logging and reconciliation system helps to account for 

all billing invoice and check remittance transactions.

Recommendation No. 3

IAS recommends that MDB, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections collaboratively 

develop billing and cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices are tracked, collected, and 

deposited.

See additional discussion of process improvement pertaining to recovery of subsidy payments 

from deceased members in Objective No. 4.

Objective No. 3 – Subsidies are Accurately Paid on Behalf of Eligible Members

Audit Procedures

IAS randomly selected a statistically valid sample of 105 subsidy payments paid in May 2012 to 

evaluate whether the subsidy amounts paid were accurate and paid to eligible members and 

beneficiaries.  The sample was selected based on the percentage of subsidies paid by tier and 

pension type. 

For each selected subsidy payment, IAS performed the following:

1. Verified in OnPoint the following member information essential to accurately computing the 

subsidy amount: tier, date of birth, membership date, and retirement date.

2. Recalculated member’s years of service

3. Calculated member’s age at 6/1/2012 for Medicare eligibility purposes

4. Verified premium for selected health code and plan to the LAPRA health premium rate sheet 

5. Verify premium for selected dental code and plan to the LAPRA dental premium rate sheet
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6. Verified eligibility of dependents by reviewing LAPRA provided dependent eligibility 

documents 

7. Confirmed enrollment in Medicare Part A, if age 65 or older at 6/1/12

8. Re-computed and verified the health subsidy amount based on member’s tier, years of 

service, age, and health plan

9. Re-computed and verified the dental subsidy amount based on member’s tier, years of 

service, age, and dental plan

Additionally, to evaluate whether dependent coverage is updated to reflect divorces, IAS 

randomly selected 25 members from OnPoint with divorce/separation dates after their retirement 

dates. For each member, IAS reviewed dependent coverage and eligibility documents.

Test Results

Overall, subsidies were accurately paid to eligible members and beneficiaries based on the 

member’s tier, years of service, age, and marital status in accordance with authoritative 

documents with the exceptions of the following.

Finding No. 4 – Dependent Eligibility Verification

LAFPP does not have policies to independently verify the eligibility of dependents for whom 

subsidies provide health coverage. LAFPP does not verify dependent eligibility and relies on 

LAPRA’s policies.  Of 6,651 LAPRA members receiving medical subsidies in May 2012, 3,932 

(59%) were enrolled in two-party or family plans that covered the member and at least one 

dependent. Two-party and family plans are costlier than single-party plans and warrant policies 

on validating controls.  

Of the 105 members reviewed, 66 were enrolled in two-party or family plans for which IAS 

requested dependent eligibility documents from LAPRA.3 IAS confirmed the eligibility of 

dependents for 28 of these members.  IAS was unable to confirm the eligibility of dependents for

the remaining 38 members because LAPRA’s policy was instituted in 1997 and dependents were 

confirmed only for those members enrolling in LAPRA plans in 1997 and later.   

LAPRA’s policies require proof of dependent eligibility at the time of enrollment. These 

policies stipulate the types of acceptable documents to establish dependent eligibility. In 

addition, LAPRA periodically mails dependent coverage reminders to remind members that 

divorced spouses are not covered and of the consequences of failing to timely report ineligible 

dependents.  LAPRA also mails statements of current elections listing the dependents covered

under the members’ plans as part of the annual enrollment process, which allows members to 

annually confirm the continued eligibility of their dependents.

3 LAFPP does not obtain copies of dependent eligibility documents from LAPRA.
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Recommendation No. 4

IAS recommends that LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification.  These 

policies ideally should be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s 

dependent eligibility verification policies to minimize redundancy.

Finding No. 5 – Monitoring Eligibility of Divorced Spouses

The spouses for each of the 25 members having divorce/separation dates after their retirement 

dates appeared to be eligible dependents.  In most cases, the member divorced an ex-spouse and 

remarried another person who became the member’s dependent.  In others, the member married 

their recognized domestic partners, which required a status change from domestic partner to 

spouse.  The marriage reflected a termination of the domestic partnership.

Three of the members were in the process of divorcing and their separated spouses remained 

eligible dependents as their divorces were not finalized.  Retirement Services Section (RSS)

received and was complying with court ordered qualified domestic relations orders (QDRO) for 

these members. MDB and LAPRA, however, were unaware of these QDROs. Sharing member 

information between RSS, MDB and LAPRA would alert staff to a member’s pending divorce 

allowing staff to monitor the dissolution status and cancel the dependent subsidy and coverage

for the ex-spouse once he/she is no longer eligible.

Recommendation No. 5

IAS recommends that MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with 

LAPRA to share member QDRO information.

Objective No. 4 – Members for Whom LAFPP Paid Subsidies Received Health Care 

Coverage

Audit Procedures

To determine whether members for whom May 2012 subsidies were paid were also provided 

medical and dental insurance coverage for June 2012, IAS performed the following:

1. Reviewed and verified payment of insurance carrier invoices billed to LAPRA for June 2012 

medical and dental insurance coverage

2. Reviewed and agreed the invoice totals to the insured medical and dental eligibility lists for 

June 2012

3. Verified the premiums on the insured eligibility lists to the policy contracts

4. Matched all members on the May 2012 medical and dental subsidy lists to the June 2012 

insured medical and dental eligibility lists
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Test Results

Insurance carrier invoices for June 2012 medical and dental coverage were fully paid by 

LAPRA.  These invoices were supported by insured eligibility lists, and the vendor rates for the 

billed plans agreed to the policy contracts.  Finally, IAS matched all members on LAFPP’s

medical and dental subsidy lists to LAPRA’s respective insured eligibility lists with one

exception.

Finding No. 6 – Recovery of Subsidy Payments to Deceased Members

IAS found one member on LAFPP’s May 2012 subsidy list that was not matched to LAPRA’s 

June 2012 eligibility list.  IAS determined that this member died in April 2012, and LAFPP had 

not recovered subsidies totaling $846 paid on behalf of this member.4 This amount remained 

outstanding because the BPP system is not effective in adjusting and reversing payments made to 

deceased members.  Given BPP’s ineffectiveness, LAFPP had not adopted alternative payment 

recovery procedures that define responsibilities and coordinate procedures between sections to 

quickly and effectively recover payments made to deceased members.

Recommendation No. 6

IAS recommends that MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to 

effectively and expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.

OTHER RELATED MATTERS 

As discussed in Finding No. 1, the dependent subsidy calculation for Medicare eligible members 

is largely tied to the premium of Parts B&D medical plans.  Members enrolled in Parts B&D

plans are those age 65 years and over who were hired prior to 1986 (pre-1986 hires hereafter).  

These members were not mandated to contribute to Medicare and are ineligible for premium-free 

Part A.5 As these members age and their numbers decline, LAFPP should consider the changing 

demographics of this membership and its impact on enrollment in Parts B&D medical plans. As 

of May 2012, there were 321 pre-1986 hires in LAFPP’s entire membership which represented 

3% of the total 9,727 retired members who received subsidies.6

Based on this trend, LAFPP should, in conjunction with all associations, examine the continued 

use and relevance of the Parts B&D premium in the dependent subsidy calculation with 

consideration given to LAFPP’s mission, the intent of Board Resolution 9320, and the 

predecessor resolution on which it was based.

4 The subsidy amount of $846, along with $325 of voluntary deductions, was outstanding as of March 26, 2013.
5 Members hired after 1986 are required to contribute to Medicare and can become eligible for premium-free Part A upon turning age 65.
6

Of the 321 pre-1986 hires, 184 were LAPRA members.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

IAS will follow up and report to the Audit Committee and to the Board regarding management 

actions taken regarding each recommendation indicated below. 

Recommendation No. 1

LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare changes that introduced 

Part D.

Recommendation No. 2

a. MDB report monthly approved subsidy changes, including retroactive adjustments, to 

Accounting Section. 

b. MDB track adjustments made directly to BPP and provide Accounting Section with an 

approved adjustment report.

Recommendation No. 3

MDB, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections collaboratively develop billing and 

cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices are tracked, collected, and deposited.

Recommendation No. 4

LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification.  These policies ideally should be 

developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s dependent eligibility verification 

policies to minimize redundancy.

Recommendation No. 5

MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with LAPRA to share member 

QDRO information.  

Recommendation No. 6

MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to effectively and expeditiously 

recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.
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ATTACHMENT I

Summary Of Medical And Dental Subsidy Eligibility Requirements And Benefits 

MEMBER HEALTH SUBSIDY

Tiers 1-2
(Service Retirement)

Tiers 3-5
(& Tier 1/Tier 2 Disability)

Eligibility

Age

60 or older
(Sec. 4.1154.(a))

60 or older
(Sec. 4.1154.(d))

55 or older
(For Tiers 2-5 members retiring after 7/1/98)

(Sec. 4.1154.(f))

Years of Service (YOS) 20
(Sec. 4.1154.(a))

10
(Sec. 4.1154.(d))

Subsidy Amount

Basic 80% at 20 YOS
(Sec. 4.1154.(a))

40% at 10 YOS
(Sec. 4.1154.(d))

Additional 4% each YOS over 20
(Sec. 4.1154.(a))

4% each YOS over 10
(Sec. 4.1154.(d))

Maximum
$1,097.41
(Sec. 4.1154.(e))

(for FY 2011/12 & $1,174.23 for FY 2012/13)

Member Ineligible for 
Medicare Part A (under age 65)

4% each YOS up to maximum
(Sec. 4.1154.(b))

Member Eligible for Medicare Part A
(age 65 or older)

10-14 full YOS 75% of QMP 
(Sec. 4.1154.(c))

15-20 full YOS 90% of QMP 
(Sec. 4.1154.(c))

20 or more YOS 100% of QMP 
(Sec. 4.1154.(c))

Qualifying Monthly 
Premium (QMP)

Lesser of member’s plan premium or highest 
premium of Part A supplemented plan for retired 

LACERS member
(Sec. 4.1154.(c))

DEPENDENT SUBSIDY

Member Ineligible for Medicare 
Part A (under age 65 or 65+ and ineligible for 

premium free Part A)

Member subsidy, as defined by Sec. 4.1154(b), shall 
first apply to member premium and any remainder may 

apply to dependent premium
(Board Resolution 9320)

Member Eligible for Medicare 
Part A (age 65+)

Dependent subsidy equal to the maximum subsidy 
deducted by lesser of single party premium with no 

Medicare or Part B only
(Board Resolution 9320)
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DENTAL SUBSIDY
(effective for January 2002 premiums per Sec. 4.1164 (e))

Eligibility (Sec. 4.1164 (a))

Age 55 or older

YOS 10 or more

Subsidy Amount 4% each whole YOS

Maximum (Sec. 4.1164 (b))
Lower of LACERS maximum subsidy or any amount 

paid to actives

SURVIVOR SUBSIDY
(effective January 1, 2000 per Sec. 4.1161(a))

Eligibility (Sec. 4.1161 (a))

Member YOS 10 YOS or more

Member Age 55 or older

Survivor Qualified spouse or domestic partner married to 
member at least one year prior to the member’s death or 

commencement of receiving retirement or disability 
benefits.

(See definition section of respective tier e.g. Tier 2 Sec. 1406(d))

Subsidy Amount

Maximum Subsidy
Lesser of LACERS’ Kaiser single party, without 
Medicare or subsidies allowed to  sworn actives         

(Sec. 4.1161.(b))

Survivor Ineligible for 
Medicare Part A (under age 65)

4% each YOS up to maximum
(Sec. 4.1161.(d))

Survivor Eligible for Medicare Part A (age 65 or older)

10-14 full YOS
75% of QMP 
(See QMP below)

(Sec. 4.1161.(d)(1))

15-20 full YOS 90% of QMP 
(Sec. 4.1161.(d)(2))

20 or more YOS 100% of QMP 
(Sec. 4.1161.(d)(3))

Qualifying Monthly 
Premium (QMP)

Lesser of survivor’s single party plan premium or 
highest premium of Part A & B supplemented plan for 

retired LACERS member
(Sec. 4.1161.(e))
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ATTACHMENT II 

LAFPP Management Responses 

Date: May 10, 2013

To: Erin Kenney, Departmental Audit Manager

From: Joseph Salazar, Assistant General Manager, Pensions Division

Anthony R. Torres, Manager, Medical and Dental Benefits Section

Subject: Response to Audit Report:

Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police 

Relief Association Audit (IAS No. 11-01B)

Our responses to the audit recommendations from the Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans 

Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief Association Audit are as follows:

Recommendation No. 1

IAS recommends that LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare 

changes that introduced Part D.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree    Disagree    

Response

Staff agrees that LAFPP Board documents should be updated to reflect Medicare Part D.  

However, Staff believes it would be more appropriate to create Board rules to document 

LAFPP’s practices regarding Medicare Part D.  Los Angeles City Administrative Code Sections 

4.1152 and 4.2018(d), and Charter Sections 1330(d), 1428(d), 1518(d), 1618(d), and 1718(d), 

provide that the Board shall have the power to adopt such rules as it deems necessary to 

administer the subsidy program. Since the implementation of Medicare Part D on January 1, 

2006, Staff has been consistent in capping the maximum medical subsidy paid to members 

eligible for Medicare Part D to the premium amount payable for members who have assigned 

their Medicare Part D to their LAFPP-approved health plan.  Staff intends to present a draft 

policy to the Board in order to codify this practice.
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Implementation Date

December 31, 2013

Responsible Manager

Anthony R. Torres, Medical and Dental Benefits

Recommendation No. 2

IAS recommends that MDB:

a. Report monthly approved subsidy changes, including retroactive adjustments, to

Accounting Section.

b. Track adjustments made directly to BPP and provide Accounting Section with an

approved adjustment report.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree    Disagree    

Response

Staff currently provides Accounting Section with the retroactive subsidy adjustments on a 

monthly basis.  Staff will provide Accounting Section with a monthly listing of the plan changes 

submitted by the Associations administering health and dental plans.  Staff will track and provide 

Accounting Section with the adjustments made directly to BPP.

Implementation Date

July 1, 2013

Responsible Manager

Anthony R. Torres, Medical and Dental Benefits
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Recommendation No. 3

IAS recommends that MDB, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections collaboratively 

develop billing and cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices are tracked, collected, and 

deposited.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree    Disagree    

Response

MDB will provide assistance to Accounting and Administrative Services Sections in their 

development of billing and cash handling procedures to ensure payments made by the health plan 

providers are tracked, collected and deposited.  MDB currently provides Accounting Section, on 

a monthly basis, the amounts the Associations administering health and dental plans owe for 

retroactive subsidy adjustments. 

Administrative Operations Division Response
Staff agrees that procedures for handling subsidy checks and reconciling can be improved. MDB 

has confirmed that they will provide copies of all subsidy billing letters to Accounting on a 

regular basis.   Administrative Services Section will continue to receive checks at the 4th floor 

front desk and log them.   Accounting will reconcile the billing letters against the checks 

received, and will post receipt of check in the front desk log. Accounting will follow up with 

any discrepancies associated with the reconciliation.

Implementation Date

July 1, 2013

Responsible Managers

Anthony R. Torres, Medical and Dental Benefits

Yolanda Huang, Accounting Section

Myo Thedar, Administrative Services 
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Recommendation No. 4

IAS recommends that LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification.  These 

policies ideally should be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s 

dependent eligibility verification policies to minimize redundancy.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree    Disagree    

Response

Staff will coordinate with LAPRA in developing a policy to ensure that the eligibility of 

dependents is verified.  Independently from LAPRA, Staff will begin the development of 

procedures to verify dependent eligibility through a process of member self certification.  Staff 

anticipates that members will be provided with a form to identify their dependents and their 

relationship to the member.

Implementation Date

December 31, 2013

Responsible Manager

Anthony R. Torres, Medical and Dental Benefits

Recommendation No. 5

IAS recommends that MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with 

LAPRA to share member QDRO information.  

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree    Disagree    

Response

Staff is working with LAPRA to develop a policy and procedures for providing LAPRA with 

QDRO information on a regular basis.  Staff will coordinate with RSS on the development of the 

internal policy and procedures.
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Implementation Date

December 31, 2013

Responsible Manager

Anthony R. Torres, Medical and Dental Benefits

Recommendation No. 6

IAS recommends that MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to 

effectively and expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.  

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree    Disagree    

Response

This is only an issue when the Department is not notified in a timely manner of the death of a 

member.  Staff will work with Accounting Section to ensure that subsidy payments are recovered 

from the Associations on behalf of deceased members.  Staff will identify and make adjustments 

for any subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members that have occurred since the 

implementation of BPP.

Implementation Date

December 31, 2013

Responsible Manager

Anthony R. Torres, Medical and Dental Benefits  
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ATTACHMENT III

LAPRA Management Responses 

Date: May 8, 2013

To: Erin Kenney, Departmental Audit Manager

From: Cindy King, Executive Director

Subject: Response to Audit Report:
Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans Administered by the Los Angeles Police
Relief Association Audit (IAS No. 11-01B)

Our responses to the audit recommendations from the Subsidy Program Audit – Health Plans
Administered by the Los Angeles Police Relief Association Audit are as follows:

Recommendation No. 1

IAS recommends that LAFPP update and approve Board Resolution 9320 to reflect Medicare
changes that introduced Part D.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Not Applicable

Recommendation No. 2

IAS recommends that MDB:

a. Report monthly approved subsidy changes, including retroactive adjustments, to
Accounting Section.

b. Track adjustments made directly to BPP and provide Accounting Section with an
approved adjustment report.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Not Applicable

Recommendation No. 3

IAS recommends that MDB, Accounting, and Administrative Services Sections collaboratively
develop billing and cash handling procedures to ensure all invoices are tracked, collected, and
deposited.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Not Applicable
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Recommendation No. 4

IAS recommends that LAFPP establish policies for dependent eligibility verification. These
policies ideally should be developed in conjunction with LAPRA and consider LAPRA’s
dependent eligibility verification policies to minimize redundancy.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree 

Response LAPRA agrees that, should LAFPP establish a policy for dependent eligibility
verification, it should be developed in conjunction with LAPRA, with consideration of LAPRA’s
existing eligibility verification policy, which is both comprehensive and industry standard.

Recommendation No. 5

IAS recommends that MDB and RSS collaboratively develop policies in conjunction with
LAPRA to share member QDRO information.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree 

Response LAPRA agrees that, should MDB and RSS collaborate to develop a policy to share
member QDRO information, it should be developed with input from LAPRA.

Recommendation No. 6

IAS recommends that MDB and Accounting Sections collaboratively develop policies to
effectively and expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased members.

Management Response and Corrective Action Plan

Agree 

Response LAPRA agrees that MDB and Accounting Sections should collaborate to develop a
policy to effectively and expeditiously recover subsidy payments made on behalf of deceased
members, with input from LAPRA.
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